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Interference Aware-Coordinated Beamforming
System in a Two-Cell Environment
Chan-Byoung Chae, Member, IEEE, Insoo Hwang, Student Member, IEEE,
Robert W. Heath, Jr., Senior Member, IEEE, and Vahid Tarokh, Fellow, IEEE
Abstract—In this paper, we propose jointly optimized
transceiver algorithms called interference aware coordinated
beamforming (IA-CBF) for a two-cell system where each base sta-
tion is equipped with multiple transmit antennas. The case of sin-
gle stream transmission to two mobile stations with two or more
receive antennas is considered. First we propose minimum-mean-
square-error IA-CBF using a lower bound on the achievable sum
rate. Next we derive optimal (under an assumption of zero other-
cell interference) and suboptimal transmit beamforming vectors
called zero-forcing IA-CBF. We also investigate the optimality of
the proposed IA-CBF algorithms with respect to the number of
receive antennas. Analytical and numerical results conﬁrm that
the proposed system with two transmit/receive antennas achieves
full degrees of freedom (a.k.a. multiplexing gain) of the two-cell
multiple-input multiple-output channel while showing a better
sum rate performance than the conventional solutions such as
non-cooperative eigen-beamforming and interference nulling.
Index Terms—MIMO system, multiuser system, multi-cell
system, interference alignment, interference suppression, coor-
dinated beamforming.
I. INTRODUCTION
O
VER the last decade, point-to-multi-point (multiuser)
multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) has been exten-
sively investigated to achieve high capacity [1]. It has been
shown, however, that the capacity gain obtained by multiuser
MIMO processing degrades severely in multi-cell environ-
ments [2]. To solve this problem, several MIMO processing
strategies have been proposed for multi-cell environments,
where multiple base stations cooperate with each others to
enhance system performance [3]–[10].
For multi-cell environments, linear pre-processing combined
with dirty paper coding (DPC) was proposed using Wyner’s
inﬁnite linear cell-array model in [3]. More practically, linear
and non-linear network coordinated beamforming have been
proposed to approach the multi-cell sum capacity in [4]. The
strategies in [3], [4] assume that all base stations are connected
to a central base station controller that has perfect channel state
information and that all base stations know all the messages
to be transmitted to the mobile stations. Therefore, these
can be interpreted as examples of multiuser MIMO with a
total power constraint in a single cell. In [5], joint multi-cell
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resource allocation has been studied to optimize the network
performance. A multi-cell downlink channel with an individual
power constraint per base station was analyzed in [6]. The joint
transmission sum rate was maximized through an optimization
of the mobile stations’ input convariance matrices and optimal
encoding ordering. Uplink/downlink duality was used to solve
the non-convex optimization problem; thus, in practice, the
computational complexity could be an issue. More recently,
[10] proposed a globally optimized iterative solution, using
the Lagrangian duality, to compute the transmit beamforming
vectors based on a generalization of uplink-downlink duality
to the multi-cell setting.
Consider a scenario that each mobile station wants to receive
a desired data stream only from the desired base station,
then this multi-cell MIMO channel is the same as the K-
user MIMO interference channel.1 The capacity region of the
MIMO interference channel is still an open problem [11]–
[13] but the degrees of freedom, a.k.a. multiplexing gain
of the MIMO interference channel, has recently been well
studied [14], [15]. The authors in [14], [15] derived the
degrees of freedom of the MIMO interference channel. For the
fully connected K-user interference channel, a new concept
called interference alignment has been proposed. In this case,
each mobile station needs to perfectly cancel the interference
from the undesired base station. The key idea is to align
all interference from the undesired transmitters to a small
dimension at each receiver. Most prior work on interference
alignment focused mainly on the analysis of the degrees of
freedom of the MIMO interference channel. Recently, several
centralized and distributed transceiver structures have been
proposed to achieve full degrees of freedom of the MIMO
interference channel [16], [17] but most prior work requires
iterative procedures to optimize the transceiver structures.
To the best of our knowledge, most prior work on multi-cell
MIMO was i) information theoretical results [3], [5]–[7], [11]–
[17], ii) transceiver designs based on impractical assumptions
such as perfect data sharing at the base stations [4] and a
per frame rate constraint [9], or iii) required high cost to
implement due to iterative procedures [10], [16], [17]. In our
prior work [18], which was called coordinated beamforming,
the optimal transmit beamforming and receive combining
vectors under a zero inter-user interference constraint were
derived. The result, however, was for the (single cell) MIMO
broadcast channel, where only one base station served two
1Throughout this paper, we do not consider macro diversity, where multiple
base stations serve one cell-boundary user to increase the link reliabil-
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Fig. 1. System model. Two base stations serve two mobile users.
mobile stations. In this paper, a two-cell environment is
considered, where two base stations serve two mobile stations
as shown in Figs. 1 and 2. A scenario of more than two cells
will be considered in our future work.2 In our system, unlike
prior work in [4], each base station has its own data stream
to support one mobile station. For this scenario, in this paper,
several low complexity linear two-cell MIMO algorithms are
designed and investigated. The main contributions of this paper
are as follows:
 Jointly optimized transceiver algorithm: We propose
jointly optimized minimum-mean-square-error (MMSE)
and zero-forcing (ZF) MIMO transceiver algorithms
called interference aware-coordinated beamforming
(IA-CBF) that support two mobile stations by using
two base stations. In the proposed IA-CBF, the base
stations do not have to know all the messages to be sent
to mobile stations unlike several conventional multi-
cell MIMO techniques including network coordinated
beamforming in [4]. Additionally, unlike prior work on
interference nulling algorithms, the proposed algorithm
perfectly removes the other-cell interference while
also maximizing the desired effective channel gain
simultaneously. We show that the proposed ZF IA-CBF
algorithm is a sufﬁcient and necessary solution (optimal)
under an assumption that other-cell interference is
perfectly removed when two antennas are equipped.
 The optimality of IA-CBF: We show that the proposed
system achieves full degrees of freedom of the two-
cell MIMO channel, where the mobile stations have
two receive antennas. We also derive the asymptotic
expression of the achievable sum rate of the proposed
system with respect to the number of receive antennas.
We conﬁrm through analytical and numerical results that
the sum rate of IA-CBF converges to the sum rate of
the point-to-point upper bound while the conventional
interference nulling solutions converge to some constant.
This constant is only related to signal-to-interference-
2In practice, the mobile station at the cell boundary will most likely have
one dominant interference from a neighboring cell so the two-cell assumption
seems reasonable.
Fig. 2. Equivalent two-user MIMO interference channel. Each base station
transmits only one data stream to the desired mobile station. H H Hk denotes a
channel matrix between base station k and mobile station k, where k is 1 or
2. G G Gk is an interference channel matrix from base station k to the undesired
mobile station.
plus-noise ratio (SINR).
The organization of this paper is given next. In Section II,
we introduce the system model under consideration, special-
ized for the case of one data stream for each mobile station
and propose IA-CBF algorithms. Performance evaluation and
conclusion are given in Sections III and IV.
II. INTERFERENCE AWARE-COORDINATED BEAMFORMING
In this section, we introduce the notation and describe the
system model under consideration. We also propose MMSE
and ZF IA-CBF algorithms, and investigate the asymptotic
achievable sum rate behavior of the proposed systems.
A. Notation
Throughout this paper, upper case and lower case boldface
are used to denote matrices A A A and vectors a a a, respectively. We
use A A A
,  A A A to indicate the conjugate transpose, the complex
conjugate of matrix A A A, kA A Ak to denote the matrix two-norm,
respectively.
B. System Model
Consider a two-cell MIMO system as shown in Fig. 1
where two base stations serve two mobile stations equipped
with more than one receive antenna. We assume that each
base station is equipped with two or more transmit antennas
and only one stream is transmitted to each mobile station.
In this paper, we do not consider opportunistic scheduling;
thus no user selection algorithm is required. Throughout this
paper, we assume equal power allocation at each base station
for transceiver designs. Sharing each base station’s transmit
power in practice is unlikely since each base station has its
own transmit power ampliﬁers and is geographically placed
far from the other base stations. To study the achievable rate
region, we consider a total power constraint, although we note
that power allocation is not directly related to our proposed
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The channel between base station k and mobile station
k (k = 1 or 2) is represented by H H Hk of size Nr  Nt
with complex entries, where Nt and Nr are the number of
transmit and receive antennas, respectively. A matrix G G Gk of
size Nr  Nt is used to denote the other-cell interference
channel between base station k and mobile station ` (k;`=1 or
2, k 6= `). The received signal at each mobile station with an
equal power allocation, i.e., P
2 for each base station, is given
by
yk =
r
P
2
w w w
kH H Hkf f fkxk
| {z }
desired signal
+
r
P
2
w w w
kG G G`f f f`x`
| {z }
other-cell interference
+w w w
kn n nk (1)
where xk is the transmitted data signal desired to mobile
station k, f f fk and w w wk are the transmit beamforming and
receive combining vectors for mobile station k, and P is the
total transmit power at the base stations. n n nk is an Nr  1
additive white Gaussian noise vector with variance 2 per
entry observed at the mobile station. In this paper, we assume
that all channel matrices H H H1;H H H2;G G G1, and G G G2 are available at
the base stations so that the base stations can compute jointly
optimized transmit beamforming vectors ff f fkg2
k=1 and receive
combining vectors fw w wkg2
k=1.
C. Minimum Mean Square Error (MMSE) IA-CBF
In this section, we propose an MMSE IA-CBF algorithm
that maximizes the achievable rate especially at the low SINR
regime. From (1), the received SINR at the kth user can be
expressed as
SINRk =
P
2f f f

kH H H

kw w wkw w w
kH H Hkf f fk
P
2f f f

`G G G

`w w wkw w w
kG G G`f f f` + 1
=
P
2w w w
kH H Hkf f fkf f f

kH H H

kw w wk
w w w
k(P
2G G G`f f f`f f f

`G G G

` +I I INr)w w wk
;
(2)
where k;` = 1 or 2, k 6= `. Eq. (2) is known as a Rayleigh
quotient and is maximized when the receive combining vector
w w wk (before normalization) is given by
w w wk =

P
2
G G G`f f f`f f f

`G G G

` +I I INr
 1
H H Hkf f fk: (3)
This is the principal singular vector of
P
2 H H Hkf f fkf f f

kH H H

k
P
2 G G G`f f f`f f f
`G G G
`+I I INr
. The
corresponding SINR for user k and the achievable sum rate
are, respectively, deﬁned as
SINRk =
P
2
f f f

kH H H

k

P
2
G G G`f f f`f f f

`G G G

` +I I INr
 1
H H Hkf f fk; (4)
RMMSE CBF =
2 X
k=1
log2(1 + SINRk): (5)
Theorem 1: Given the receive combining vectors w w wk in (3),
the achievable sum rate, RMMSE CBF, is lower-bounded by the
following transmit beamforming vector:
f f fk = v v vmax
(
G G G

kG G Gk +
2
P
I I INt
 1
H H H

kH H Hk
)
(6)
where k = 1 or 2 and v v vmaxfA A Ag is the principal singular vector.
Proof: Since it is not simple to derive optimal MMSE
transmit beamforming and receive combining vectors that
maximize the achievable sum rate, we use the achievable
product rate, which is given by
RMMSE CBF =
2 X
k=1
log2(1 + SINRk)
> log2
2 Y
k=1
SINRk = R
prod
MMSE CBF;
R
prod
MMSE CBF
= log2
2 Y
k;`=1;k6=`
 
P
2w w w
kH H Hkf f fkf f f

kH H H

kw w wk
w w w
k(P
2G G G`f f f`f f f

`G G G

` +I I INr)w w wk
!
= log2
2 Y
k;`=1;k6=`
 
P
2
f f f

kH H H

k

P
2
G G G`f f f`f f f

`G G G

` +I I INr
 1
H H Hkf f fk
!
= log2
2 Y
k=1
 
P
2
f f f

kH H H

k

P
2
G G Gkf f fkf f f

kG G G

k +I I INr
 1
H H Hkf f fk
!
(a)
 log2
2 Y
k=1
(f f f

kH H H

kH H Hkf f fk)2
f f f

kH H H

k
 
G G Gkf f fkf f f

kG G G

k + 2
PI I INt

H H Hkf f fk
(7)
(b)
 log2
2 Y
k=1
f f f

kH H H

kH H Hkf f fk
f f f

k
 
G G G

kG G Gk + 2
PI I INt

f f fk
: (8)
where (a) follows by the fact a a aQ Q Q
 1a a a 
(a a a
a a a)
2
a a aQ Q Qa a a , where Q Q Q is
any nonsingular Hermitian positive deﬁnite matrix anda a a is any
vector [19]. In (8), (b) results from
a a a
Q Q Qa a a
a a aa a a  max(Q Q Q) = kQ Q Qk,
where kQ Q Qk = f f f

kG G G

kG G Gkf f fk + 2
P . Using the lower bound of the
achievable product rate in (8), we want to ﬁnd the transmit
beamforming vectors as follows:
f^ f f f1; ^ f f f2g = arg max
f f fk;kf f fkk=1
log2
2 Y
k=1
f f f

kH H H

kH H Hkf f fk
f f f

k
 
G G G

kG G Gk + 2
PI I INt

f f fk
:
(9)
Since f f fk is only a function of H H Hk and G G Gk, Eq. (9) can be
decoupled as
^ f f f1 = arg max
f f f1:kf f f1k=1
f f f

1H H H

1H H H1f f f1
f f f

1
 
G G G

1G G G1 + 2
PI I INt

f f f1
;
^ f f f2 = arg max
f f f2:kf f f2k=1
f f f

2H H H

2H H H2f f f2
f f f

2
 
G G G

2G G G2 + 2
PI I INt

f f f2
:
This is known as a generalized Rayleigh quotient and the
transmit beamforming vector maximizing the product rate is
given by (6) and this concludes the proof.
As can be seen from the proof, the lower bound of the
achievable sum rate is achieved using the proposed solution
in Theorem 1. Thus this implies that the proposed solution
might not maximize the objective function RMMSE CBF over
all SINR values. As will be shown in Section III, however,
this solution gives good sum rate performance especially at
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D. Zero-forcing IA-CBF with Maximum Ratio Combining
In Section II-C, simple transmit beamforming and receive
combining vectors are derived based on the lower bound of
the achievable sum rate. This solution, however, does not
guarantee to maximize the achievable sum rate since the lower
bound of the achievable sum rate, i.e., achievable product rate,
is used. In this section, we propose a ZF IA-CBF algorithm
under a zero other-cell interference constraint. Throughout this
section, we assume that maximum ratio combining (MRC)
is used at each mobile station [20]. This is a reasonable
choice to maximize the achievable rate since we can guarantee
zero other-cell interference by using the proposed transmit
beamforming vectors. Then, the received signal at each mobile
station can be rewritten as
yk =
r
P
2
w w w
kH H Hkf f fkxk +
r
P
2
w w w
kG G G`f f f`x` +w w w
kn n nk
=
r
P
2
f f f

kH H H

kH H Hkf f fk
kH H Hkf f fkk
xk
| {z }
desired signal
+
r
P
2
f f f

kH H H

kG G G`f f f`
kH H Hkf f fkk
x`
| {z }
other-cell interference
+
f f f

kH H H

kn n nk
kH H Hkf f fkk
:
(10)
Then the design goal is to maximize the desired signal term
and to remove the other-cell interference term found in (10).
Thus we propose an ZF IA-CBF with MRC algorithm that
satisﬁes the following condition:
w w w
1G G G2f f f2 =0 = w w w
2G G G1f f f1
, f f f

1H H H

1G G G2f f f2 =0 = f f f

2H H H

2G G G1f f f1;
(11)
which implies that the other-cell interference term in (10) is
perfectly removed; at the same time, the proposed system
maximizes the desired effective channel gain jw w w
kH H Hkf f fkj2 by
using MRC, w w wk =
H H Hkf f fk
kH H Hkf f fkk. Note that no inter-user interfer-
ence is guaranteed thanks to the transmit beamforming vectors
ff f fg2
k=1. Since we are considering a two-cell environment, this
can be interpreted as the two-user MIMO interference channel
illustrated in Fig. 2.
Theorem 2: Under a zero other-cell interference constraint
in (11), the sufﬁcient and necessary beamforming vectors with
MRC for mobile station ` (where k;` are 1 or 2, ` 6= k) are
generalized eigenvectors of H H H

kG G G` and G G G

kH H H`.
Proof: From the zero other-cell interference constraint,
we have the following conditions:
for user k,
f f f

kH H H

kG G G`f f f` = 0 , H H Hkf f fk ? G G G`f f f` , f f fk ? H H H

kG G G`f f f`
(12)
and for user `,
f f f

`H H H

`G G Gkf f fk = 0 , H H H`f f f` ? G G Gkf f fk , f f fk ? G G G

kH H H`f f f`
(13)
where ? denotes the perpendicular. From (12) and (13), we
have
H H H

kG G G`f f f` k G G G

kH H H`f f f` , H H H

kG G G`f f f` = 1G G G

kH H H`f f f`: (14)
Here, k denotes parallelity between two complex vectors. This
is known as a generalized eigen-problem where 1 is the
generalized eigenvalue. Therefore, the transmit beamforming
vector f f f` for user ` is the generalized eigenvectors of H H H

kG G G`
and G G G

kH H H`:
From Theorem 2, if the number of transmit antennas, Nt, is
two and the matrices H H H

kG G G` or H H H

`G G Gk are invertible, the closed
form expression of the transmit beamforming vector can be
derived as follows:
f f f` 2
"
t t t` p
(a   b)2 + d21
;
t t tk p
(a + b)2 + d21
#
(15)
where
A A A = H H H

kG G G` =

A11 A12
A21 A22

;
B B B = G G G

kH H H` =

B11 B12
B21 B22

;
C C C =

A22  A12
 A21 A11

; D D D = C C CB B B =

d11 d12
d21 d22

;
a = (d11   d22)=2; b =
p
(a2 + d21d12);
t t tk =

a   b
d21

and t t t` =

a + b12
d21

:
This is because the generalized eigenvectors of H H H

kG G G` and
G G G

kH H H` are the same as eigenvectors of (G G G

kH H H`) 1H H H

kG G G` or
(H H H

kG G G`) 1G G G

kH H H`. We omit the detailed derivations here due
to space limitations. Once all channel matrices are given, f f f`
can be simply obtained through Theorem 2.
Theorem 3: Given f f f`, where each base station has two
transmit antennas, the sufﬁcient and necessary beamforming
vector (unique up to complex multiplications) for mobile
station k, f f fk, can be expressed as
f f fk = 

  z2
 z1

or f f fk = 

 z2
  z1

(16)
where
z z z = H H H

kG G G`f f f` =

z1
z2

and  z2 is the complex conjugate of z2.
Proof: Let the unit-norm transmit beamforming vector
f f fk = (fk;1; fk;2)T and from the condition (12), f f fk ?
H H H

kG G G`f f f`, we have
fk;1 z1 + fk;2 z2 = 0 and f2
k;1 + f2
k;2 = 1 (17)
, f f fk = 

  z2
 z1

or f f fk = 

 z2
  z1

(18)
since z z zf f fk = 0 (, f f fk ? z z z). In (18),  is a non-zero
normalization constant. Note that the solutions in (18) give
the same sum rate performances since we are interested in
maximizing jf f f

kH H H

kH H Hkf f fkj. Note that this solution is unique
up to complex multiplication and optimal (sufﬁcient and
necessary solution) when each base station has two transmit
antennas.
From Theorems 2 and 3, we realize that the proposed ZF IA-
CBF with MRC is a sufﬁcient and necessary solution; i.e., i)
if (non-zero) transmit beamforming vectors f f f1, f f f2 satisfy the
zero inter-cell interference constraints in (11), then satisfy (14)CHAE ET AL.: INTERFERENCE AWARE-COORDINATED BEAMFORMING 5
Fig. 3. Sum Rate Comparisons vs. SNR, where Nt = 2 and Nr = 2.
and (18), ii) any vector set from Theorems 2 and 3 satisfy the
zero inter-cell interference constraint in (11).
Theorem 4: For more than two transmit antennas at each
base station, if the transmit beamforming vector is given by
f f f` = 
 
 z
 1
1  z
 1
2 (1   Nt) z
 1
Nt
T
, no other-cell interfer-
ence is obtained, i.e., f f fk ? H H H

kG G G`f f f` and f f fk ? G G G

kH H H`f f f`.
Proof: From the same conditions as in (17), the transmit
beamforming vector f f fk = (fk;1 fk;Nt)
T has to satisfy the
following conditions.
fk;1 z1 + fk;2 z2 +  + fk;Nt zNt = 0;
f2
k;1 + f2
k;2 +  + f2
k;Nt = 1:
(19)
The solution f f fk satisfying (19) can be interpreted as
the intersection of an Nt-dimensional plane and an Nt-
dimensional hypersphere. Therefore, there exist inﬁnite so-
lutions that satisfy (19) and it can easily be shown that
f f f` = 
 
 z
 1
1  z
 1
2 (1   Nt) z
 1
Nt
T
is one of the solutions.
Note that the proposed beamforming vector is not optimal
when the number of transmit antennas is greater than two.
Given all channel matrices, the base stations can easily com-
pute the transmit beamforming vectors f f f1 and f f f2 through (15)
and (18). Note that there are M (= min(Nt;Nr)) generalized
eigenvectors if all channel matrices have full rank. Therefore,
we choose the transmit beamforming vectors that maximize
the achievable sum rate as follows:
f^ f f f1; ^ f f f2g = arg max
kf f f1k=1;kf f f2k=1:f f f1;f f f22
n
f f f
(m)
1 ;f f f
(m)
2
oM
m=1
R(m)
(20)
where the achievable sum rate R(m) is deﬁned as
R(m) = log2
 
1 +
P
2 jw w w
(m)
1 H H H1f f f
(m)
1 j2
P
2 jw w w
(m)
1 G G G2f f f
(m)
2 j2 + 1
!
+ log2
 
1 +
P
2 jw w w
(m)
2 H H H2f f f
(m)
2 j2
P
2 jw w w
(m)
2 G G G1f f f
(m)
1 j2 + 1
!
:
(21)
Thus the base stations need to compute (21) with the beam-
forming vector candidate set and ﬁnd the transmit beamform-
Fig. 4. Sum Rate Comparisons vs. SINR, where Nt = 2 and Nr = 4.
ing vectors f^ f f fkg2
k=1 through (20). Therefore, the achievable
sum rate of the proposed system is given by
RZF CBF = log2
 
1 +
P
2 j^ w w w

1H H H1^ f f f1j2
P
2 j^ w w w

1G G G2^ f f f2j2 + 1
!
+ log2
 
1 +
P
2 j^ w w w

2H H H2^ f f f2j2
P
2 j^ w w w

2G G G1^ f f f1j2 + 1
! (22)
where, ^ w w w1 =
H H H1^ f f f1
kH H H1^ f f f1k and ^ w w w2 =
H H H2^ f f f2
kH H H2^ f f f2k.
E. Zero-forcing IA-CBF with Maximum Ratio Transmission
So far, we have assumed MRC at each mobile station. In
this case, the role of the transmit beamforming vector f f fk is to
nullify the other-cell interference while the role of the receive
combining vector w w wk is to maximize the desired channel link.
Suppose that we use the receive combining vector w w wk to
nullify the other-cell interference (in this case, we name w w wk
the interference nulling vector); i.e.,
w w w
1G G G2f f f2 = 0 and w w w
2G G G1f f f1 = 0: (23)
Let the transmit beamforming vector f f fk = H H H

kw w wk, which is
maximum ratio transmission (MRT) to maximize the desired
signal strength at the base stations. Then we want to ﬁnd the
interference nulling vectors as follows:
f^ w w w1; ^ w w w2g = arg max
w w w1;w w w2;kw w w1k=1;kw w w2k=1
(
log2
 
1 +
P
2 jw w w
1H H H1H H H

1w w w1j2
P
2 jw w w
1G G G2H H H

2w w w2j2 + 1
!
+log2
 
1 +
P
2 jw w w
2H H H2H H H

2w w w2j2
P
2 jw w w
2G G G1H H H

1w w w1j2 + 1
!)
(24)
and the zero other-cell interference constraint in (23) can be
rewritten as
w w w
1G G G2H H H

2w w w2 = 0 = w w w
2G G G1H H H

1w w w1: (25)
Theorem 5: Under a zero other-cell interference constraint
in (23), the sufﬁcient and necessary beamforming vectors with6 SUBMITTED TO IEEE JOURNAL ON SELECTED AREAS IN COMMUNICATIONS, 2009
Fig. 5. Comparisons of Achievable Rate Region. Total Power is  5 dB and
Nt = 2, Nr = 2.
MRT for mobile station ` (where, k;` are 1 or 2, ` 6= k) are
generalized eigenvectors of G G G`H H H

` and H H HkG G G

k.
Proof: From the zero other-cell interference constraint
with MRT, we have the following conditions:
for user k,
w w w
kG G G`H H H

`w w w` = 0 , G G G

`w w wk ? H H H

`w w w` , w w wk ? G G G`H H H

`w w w`
(26)
and for user `,
w w w
`G G GkH H H

kw w wk = 0 , G G G

kw w w` ? H H H

kw w wk , w w wk ? H H HkG G G

`w w w`:
(27)
From (26) and (27), we have
G G G`H H H

`w w w` k H H HkG G G

`w w w` , G G G`H H H

`w w w` = H H HkG G G

`w w w` (28)
where, 2 is the generalized eigenvalue. Therefore, the in-
terference nulling vector w w w` for user ` is the generalized
eigenvectors of G G G`H H H

` and H H HkG G G

k.
Given w w w`, we can also compute the interference nulling
vector for user k, w w wk, through Theorems 3 and 4 by changing
the parameter z z z = G G G`H H H

`w w w`. Since this is straightforward, we
omit the details. Note that we have the same conclusion as in
ZF IA-CBF with MRC; i.e., for two antennas, the proposed
algorithm is a sufﬁcient and necessary solution and for more
than two antennas, the proposed solution is suboptimal.
F. Degrees of Freedom of the Proposed IA-CBF
In Sections II-C-II-E, three IA-CBF algorithms were pro-
posed. In this section, we investigate the degrees of freedom
of the proposed IA-CBF.
Lemma 6: The total number of degrees of freedom for the
two-cell MIMO system with two transmit and receive antennas
under consideration is equal to 2.
Proof: As previously discussed, the two-cell MIMO
system under consideration matches the two-user MIMO inter-
ference channel. For the generalized K-user Nr Nt MIMO
Fig. 6. Comparisons of Achievable Rate Region. Total Power is 10 dB and
Nt = 2, Nr = 2.
interference channel, the degrees of freedom (DoF) is given
by
DoF =min(Nt;Nr)
T
T + 1
K if K > T
DoF =min(Nt;Nr)K if K  T
where T =
max(Nt;Nr)
min(Nt;Nr) [15]. If Nt = Nr = K = 2, therefore,
the degrees of freedom of the two-cell MIMO channel is 2.
The total number of degrees of freedom that the proposed IA-
CBF achieves is also 2, as each base station transmits only
one data stream to each mobile station, i.e,
lim
SINR!1
RZF CBF(SINR)
log2 SINR
= 2: (29)
This means that the proposed IA-CBF is the full-degrees-
of-freedom-achieving solution for a two-cell MIMO channel
where each mobile station has two receive antennas.
III. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
We compare the achievable sum rate of the proposed IA-
CBF algorithm with the following: simple point-to-point outer
bound, other cell interference nulling with random- or eigen-
beamforming, and non-cooperative eigen-beamforming.
A. Reference Models
1) Simple point-to-point outer bound [12]: Let us assume
there is no other-cell interference and each base station trans-
mits the signal to the desired mobile station through the best
eigen-mode. In this case, the achievable sum rate of a simple
point-to-point system is given by
Rpp = log2

1 +
Pju u u
1H H H1v v v1j2
2

+ log2

1 +
Pju u u
2H H H2v v v2j2
2

where u u u1 and u u u2 are the principle left side singular vectors,
and v v v1 and v v v2 are the principle right side singular vectors of
H H H1 and H H H2, respectively. Note that this sum rate cannot beCHAE ET AL.: INTERFERENCE AWARE-COORDINATED BEAMFORMING 7
Fig. 7. Comparisons of Achievable Rate Region. Total Power is 10 dB and
Nt = 2, Nr = 4.
achieved unless G G G1 and G G G2 are zero matrices. We use this
outer-bound, however, for performance comparison purposes
since the capacity region of the interference channel is not
known yet [12].
2) Non-cooperative other-cell interference nulling: We also
consider the interference nulling techniques for performance
comparison purposes. In this technique, the role of the receive
combining vector is only to eliminate the other-cell interfer-
ence. We consider two different transmit beamforming vectors
combined with interference nulling: i) random beamforming,
and ii) eigen-beamforming. Given the transmit beamforming
vectors f f f1 and f f f2, we need to ﬁnd the receive combining
vectors that satisfy the condition of no other-cell interference,
which is given as:
w w w
1G G G2f f f2 = 0 and w w w
2G G G1f f f1 = 0: (30)
Note that w w wk (k = 1 or 2) is not a function of H H Hk and f f fk but
a function of G G G` and f f f`, where k 6= `. As an example of two
transmit antenna systems, from (30), the receive combining
vectors are given by
w w w1 = 1

  g2;2
 g2;1

and w w w2 = 2

  g1;2
 g1;1

where g g g1 = G G G1f f f1 = (g1;1;g1;2)
T and g g g2 = G G G2f f f2 =
(g2;1;g2;2)
T, and 1 and 2 are non-zero normalization con-
stants. We can simply generalize this approach for the case
Nr > 2 by changing the size of w w w1 and w w w2. Since we
can perfectly remove the other-cell interference terms in (1),
these approaches are also full-degrees-of-freedom-achieving
solutions.
3) Non-cooperative eigen-beamforming (MRT-MRC) [21]:
This approach just maximizes its own effective channel gain
through the best eigen-mode after treating the other-cell inter-
ference as noise. Therefore, the base station uses the right-side
principle singular vector, and the mobile station uses the left-
side principle singular vector of the desired channel matrix
H H Hk, respectively. This non-cooperative eigen-beamforming
Fig. 8. Comparisons of Achievable Rate Region. Total Power is 20 dB and
Nt = 2, Nr = 4.
method does not take into account the other-cell interference.
Therefore, we expect this approach to be unsuitable for cell-
boundary users. It may, however, be useful for cell-interior
users who receive very weak other-cell interference. The
achievable sum rate of the non-cooperative eigen-beamforming
can be expressed as
Rnc = log2
 
1 +
P
2 ju u u
1H H H1v v v1j2
P
2 ju u u
1G G G2v v v2j2 + 1
!
+ log2
 
1 +
P
2 ju u u
2H H H2v v v2j2
P
2 ju u u
2G G G1v v v1j2 + 1
!
:
(31)
It is noteworthy that the non-cooperative eigen-beamforming
maximizes the numerator terms (desired effective channel
gain) while the interference nulling minimizes the denominator
terms (other-cell interference).
In Table I, we address the channel matrices and the
beamforming vectors required to compute the transmit/receive
beamforming vectors. As can be seen from Table I, MMSE
IA-CBF requires less channel information at the base stations
than ZF IA-CBF with MRC since each base station needs its
own channel matrix H H Hk and interference matrix G G Gk to the
undesired user. On the other hand, all channel matrices are
required at base station 1 (or base station 2) for ZF IA-CBF
with MRC. Instead, ZF IA-CBF with MRC requires only the
effective channel vector, H H Hkf f fk at the mobile station, which
can be estimated through the dedicated pilot channel [22],
[23]. Therefore, there is a complexity tradeoff between MMSE
IA-CBF and ZF IA-CBF with MRC. As reciprocity, ZF IA-
CBF with MRT requires less information at the base stations
and more information at the mobile stations. Note that the
conventional interference nulling requires the least channel
information but in general does not show good achievable rate
performance.
B. Numerical Results
We illustrate the achievable sum rate of the proposed
method when the base stations are equipped with two transmit8 SUBMITTED TO IEEE JOURNAL ON SELECTED AREAS IN COMMUNICATIONS, 2009
TABLE I
CHANNEL MATRICES AND BEAMFORMING VECTORS REQUIRED TO COMPUTE THE TRANSMIT BEAMFORMING AND RECEIVE COMBINING VECTORS AT
THE BASE STATIONS AND THE MOBILE STATIONS.
MMSE IA-CBF ZF IA-CBF with MRC ZF IA-CBF with MRT Interference Nulling
Base Station 1 H H H1, G G G1 H H H1, H H H2, G G G1, G G G2 H H H
1w w w1 H H H1
Base Station 2 H H H2, G G G2 H H H2, G G G1, f f f1 H H H
2w w w2 H H H2
Mobile Station 1 f f f1, f f f2, G G G2, H H H1 H H H1f f f1 H H H2, G G G2. w w w2 G G G2f f f2
Mobile Station 2 f f f1, f f f2, G G G1, H H H2 H H H2f f f2 H H H2, G G G2, H H H1, G G G1 G G G1f f f1
antennas. There are two active users equipped with more than
one receive antenna in the network. For numerical simulations,
Figs. 3–9, we model the elements of each mobile station’s
channel matrix as independent complex Gaussian random
variables with zero mean and unit variance CN(0;1). Note that
the proposed algorithm is not directly related to the channel
model. Once the base stations know all channel matrices, the
transmit beamforming and receive combining vectors can be
computed through Theorems 1 and 2.
Fig. 3 shows the achievable sum rates of: i) point-to-point
bound, ii) non-cooperative eigen-beamforming, iii) interfer-
ence nulling at the mobile stations and random beamforming
at the base stations, iv) interference nulling at the mobile
stations and eigen-beamforming at the base stations, and v)
the proposed MMSE and ZF IA-CBF algorithms. Since ZF
IA-CBF with MRC and ZF IA-CBF with MRT show the same
sum rate performances, we plot only one result. To illustrate
this ﬁgure, we assume that each mobile station is equipped
with two receive antennas; i.e., Nr = 2. As can be seen from
the ﬁgure, all approaches except the non-cooperative eigen-
beamforming achieve the same degrees of freedom.
One may be tempted to argue that the gap between the
proposed system and the interference nulling with eigen-
beamforming is not very big (about 1 bps=Hz). This gap,
however, increases as Nr increases. In Fig. 4, we compare
the sum rates where Nr = 4. Notice the gap is no longer
marginal. That is because the transmit beamforming and the
receive combining vectors for interference nulling are not
jointly optimized. Here, the role of the transmit beamforming
vector is only to nullify the other-cell interference. In addition,
the transmit beamforming is computed only to maximize the
dedicated channel gain without considering the receive com-
bining vector. Note also that in this scenario we do not argue
that the proposed solution is optimal since the full degrees
of freedom for the two-user MIMO interference channel with
Nr = 4 is four. We claim that the proposed system achieves
much better performance than the other solutions when the
system has a one stream per user constraint. We leave the
problem of multi-stream transmission to future work.
So far, we assumed an equal power allocation and now
consider a sum power constraint to understand behavior of
point-to-point outer bound and IA-CBF algorithms. Figs. 5-8
illustrate the achievable rate regions under various system en-
vironments. In Fig. 5, we can observe that the proposed MMSE
IA-CBF shows a better achievable rate performance than other
solutions including the proposed IA-CBF, interference nulling
techniques. With a higher total transmit power as in Figs. 5-
8, the proposed ZF IA-CBF is better than MMSE IA-CBF
over all power combinations. From these numerical results,
we realize that the proposed solutions show good achievable
rate performance under any power constraint.
RAsymp
pp = lim
Nr!1
max
fpk:pk0;
P
k pkPg

log2
 
1 + p1ju u u
1H H H1v v v1j2
+ log2
 
1 + p2ju u u
2H H H2v v v2j2	
(c)
= lim
Nr!1
max
fpk:pk0;
P
k pkPg
flog2(1 + p1Nr) + log2(1 + p2Nr)g
= lim
Nr!1
max
fpk:pk0;
P
k pkPg

log2 Nr

1
Nr
+ p1

+ log2 Nr

1
Nr
+ p2

= lim
Nr!1
max
fpk:pk0;
P
k pkPg
f2log2 Nr + log2 p1 + log2 p2g
= lim
Nr!1
n
2log2 Nr
o
+ 2log2
P
2

; (32)
R
Asymp
IA CBF = lim
Nr!1
max
fpk:pk0;
P
k pkPg

log2

1 +
p1jw w w
1H H H1f f f1j2
p2jw w w
1G G G2f f f2j2 + 1

+ log2

1 +
p2jw w w
2H H H2f f f2j2
p1jw w w
2G G G1f f f1j2 + 1

(d)
= lim
Nr!1
max
fpk:pk0;
P
k pkPg
n
log2
 1
Nr
+ p1

+ log2 Nr

+

log2
 1
Nr
+ p2

+ log2 Nr
o
= lim
Nr!1
n
2log2 Nr
o
+ 2log2
P
2

; (33)CHAE ET AL.: INTERFERENCE AWARE-COORDINATED BEAMFORMING 9
Fig. 9. Sum Rate Comparisons vs. the Number of Receive Antennas.
C. Asymptotic Behavior
In this section, we investigate the asymptotic sum rate
behavior of the proposed IA-CBF algorithm with respect to
the number of receive antennas. As a reference model, we
ﬁrst derive the asymptotic sum capacity by simple point-to-
point outer bound, which is given by (32) on the bottom
of the page, where equality (c) results from the fact that
limNr!1H H H

kH H Hk = NrI I INt. As Nr ! 1, the generalized
eigenvectors of (G G G

kG G Gk, H H H

kH H Hk) asymptotically converge to
f f fk = [I I INtNt]k, where the notation []k is the kth column of
a matrix. With the transmit beamforming vector f f fk, we can
now compute the asymptotic achievable sum rate of IA-CBF
[see (33) on the bottom of the page], where (d) follows by the
property that max(MI I I) = M, where max denotes the largest
singular value and M is any arbitrary constant.
We illustrate the achievable sum rates as a function of the
number of receive antennas, Nr in Fig. 9. It is quite interesting
that the proposed system converges to the point-to-point outer
bound while the interference nulling approaches converge to
some constant. The sum rate performance of interference
nulling approaches is even worse than the non-cooperative
eigen-beamforming at the high Nr regime. This is because the
transmit beamforming vector becomes asymptotically indepen-
dent of the receive combining vector. Therefore, as Nr ! 1,
we have the following asymptotic sum rate equation, which is
the capacity expression of a single-input single-output (SISO)
Rayleigh fading channel.
C = 2  e2=P log2(e)E1

2
P

;
where E1(a) is the exponential integral of order of one and
is given by
E1(a) =
Z 1
1
e axx 1dx; Refag > 0:
If P = 20 dB, then C = 9:8752, which conﬁrms the
simulation result in Fig. 9. In this paper, we do not argue
that we have to employ as many receive antennas as possible.
Rather we analyze the optimality of the IA-CBF algorithms
with respect to the number of receive antennas and show
that in practice IA-CBF is very attractive since it works quite
well even with a small number of receive antennas. Although
practical systems will not be able to employ a large number of
antennas at the mobile station, we expect that our results will
provide guidance in the design of practical systems as well as
insights on the impact of the number of receive antennas.
IV. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed sufﬁcient and necessary (for
two antennas), and sufﬁcient (for more than two antennas)
interference aware-coordinated beamforming (IA-CBF) algo-
rithms for a two-cell environment where two mobile stations
are served through two base stations with multiple transmit
antennas. Based on the assumption of single stream per mobile
station, a closed-form expression for the transmit beamforming
vector was derived. We also investigated the optimality of the
proposed IA-CBF and the conventional interference nulling
solutions. We conﬁrmed through numerical and analytical
results that the proposed IA-CBF signiﬁcantly outperformed
the existing algorithms for a multi-cell environment. For future
work, we will consider multi-stream transmission to each
mobile station to achieve the full degrees of freedom for any
antenna conﬁgurations.
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